**JOURNALISM/COMMUNICATIONS FELLOWS PROGRAM**

Fellows in the Journalism/Communications program:

1. Are expected to be **leaders** in the classroom and have an obligation to share their special knowledge in a field or academic area with other students.

2. Must abide by all Elon social and academic **honor codes** and are expected to be above reproach in their academic integrity.

3. Must participate in special Fellows **activities** and learning experiences outside of the classroom, such as working with the Advisory Board, visiting media sites, attending School of Communications and university events, and serving as hosts to speakers.

4. Must be active in **campus media** and/or Journalism/Communications organizations.

5. Must maintain a 3.0 overall **grade point average** at Elon. GPAs will be reviewed by the Fellows director at the completion of the fall and spring semesters.

6. Will enroll in the Fellows section of **Communications in a Global Society** in the fall semester, a Fellows section of **Digital Media Convergence** in the spring semester of the freshman year, and a Fellows section of **Media Law & Ethics** in the junior year.

7. Will participate in a common **Elon 101** course and must complete the course with a satisfactory grade.

8. Are expected to participate in the university’s **Study Abroad** program, and a travel grant will be awarded to all Fellows who enroll in an Elon study abroad program.

9. Must complete an **internship** in the communications field by the beginning of the senior year.

10. Are expected to enter national competitions in their respective fields.

11. Will enroll in the Fellows section of the capstone **Senior Seminar: Great Ideas** course and complete an **undergraduate research project**.